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Using Digital To Connect With Your Members
Savvy association executives know
that technology is a key driver in
serving membership—from userfriendly websites to apps that help
keep members connected and
engaged. What may be a surprise,
however, is how pivotal technology is
at making a member feel like they are
part of the community.
A recent study by software
provider Community Brands makes
strong links between how well
associations leverage digital tools
to serve members better, and how
connected—and satisfied—those
members feel.
The study, Examining the Gap
Between Member Expectations and
Association Technology, surveyed
more than 1,000 members of
professional associations and 400
staff members in fall 2017. The
takeaways show that associations
have significant opportunities to drive
member loyalty through technology,
but many organizations are not
taking advantage of them. The ones
that are investing in technology to
connect members—primarily through
personalization of communication
and content—are reaping tremendous
benefits.
“In our study, we discovered
technology and personalization
play pivotal roles in driving
member loyalty, but there is a
growing disconnect between where
members believe their organization
is delivering the best experiences
and what they value,” said Sig
VanDamme, membership software
evangelist at Community Brands.
“The experience gap is especially
pronounced with personalization.
Members who believe they are
receiving personalized content feel

significantly more satisfied and
connected with their organization.”
The survey shows that most
associations—at least 60%--are using
four primary digital tools: email
marketing, CRM software, eventsrelated tools, and webinar services.
Other tools that align with member
needs and priorities—such as job
boards and learning management
systems for training--are less
common. Mobile apps are used
by only half of the organizations
surveyed as well.
A look at the members’ desires
shows a disconnect. Among those
born from 1965 to 1999—think
Generation Xers and Millennials—at
least 65% say technology plays a
“big role” in their lives. More than
80% use a mobile device every day,
and the same number pay for at least
one digital subscription, such as
Netflix.
It’s no surprise, then, that among
the different ways that members can
connect with their associations, the
mobile option is the only one where
more respondents said they wanted to
engage than were actually engaging.
This shows a gap between what
associations are offering, and what
members want.
“Organizations need to take these
technology experience gaps seriously
and progress to more seamless
experiences that align with evolving
digital behavior, and meet increasing
member expectations for flexibility
and personalization in everything
they do,” VanDamme said.
What’s the easiest way to begin
closing these gaps? Start with
personalization. More than 70% of

respondents said that personalized
content appeals to them and makes
them feel more connected with their
organization. The type of content
can vary—from discounted offers to
conferences based on a member’s
history or skill set, or specific articles
on topics of interest based on a
member’s profile.
“A majority of members (69
percent) feel more engaged with
an organization after receiving
personalized content, based on their
past activity, because it shows the
organization is interested in meeting
their needs,” the study said.
Start small: birthday wishes,
congratulatory notes when certain
certifications are reached, or even
products and services that align with
the member’s profile. The key is to
ensure the data you have is up to the
task.
Grassroot Communications
specializes in data analytics—and
our team would be happy to help
you! And if you’re wondering how
to jump-start building a valuable
database that stretches beyond your
membership, read on….
Community Brands study:
https://www.communitybrands.
com/resource-library/whitepapers/
community-brands-digitalmember-study/

Building A Powerful Database
A digital outreach strategy starts
with quality data—both acquiring
the information and cleaning it up.
The Data and Marketing Association
(DMA) in its 2017 report, “The
State of Data,” examined how U.S.
companies are investing in audience
data, and provides a few key
takeaways.
First, the big picture: The study finds
that companies will spend about
$20.2 billion in third-party audience
data and related solutions—such as
optimizing and cleaning it—as part of
broad marketing efforts.
While the bottom-line conclusions
make for interesting reading, there

are two key lessons that organizations
of all sizes can take from the detailed
report.
1) Data quality is key
It should come as no surprise that
the quality of your data will impact
the success of your campaign. A list
of outdated emails or incomplete
addresses won’t deliver your
message, no matter how compelling
it may be. But even if your dataset is
pristine, it should be broad enough
to form the basis of an effective
campaign.
The study found that the No. 1 type
of data companies are investing in

is omnichannel data, including socalled demographic PII (personal
identifiable information) and
psychographic tendencies, such as
interests. The omnichannel aspect is
key, because delivering a consistent
message across different channels
(e.g. direct mail, digital ad campaign,
e-mail campaign) is critical to cut
through today’s message clutter and
engage with prospects.
2) Data usage is even more critical
Data is only as effective as the
campaign it’s driving. Makes sense,
right? Yet too often, organizations see
the tactics as an afterthought—even
at the Fortune 500 level.
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“So much that is essential to unlocking the actionable insights and value
that data can drive, after all, is associated with how organizations manage
and share these assets,” the study says. “Those are fundamentally internal
optimization functions, and their impact is thus impossible to correlate to
third‐party expenditures.”
In other words, a high-dollar data-acquisition and management budget can be
undone by ineffective or poorly-planned strategy.
As you begin planning your next campaign, stop and think about the quality
of your data sources. Is it time to fill in some gaps or perhaps add to your
prospects list?
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Once your data is ready to go, make sure you have a strategy to match. Until
you do, hold off on launching that campaign.
The entire study can be accessed here:
http://dmafiles.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/sod_2017_2.pdf.
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GrassRoot Communication
specializes in the production of
direct mail, print and various
communications materials for
associations, non-profits, businesses
and government agencies. By
teaming up with us, you’re adding
a quarter century of experience to
your team, and gaining access to
ideas and solutions for connecting
with your audience in the most
effective ways. We provide all the
services you need for the entire
production process under one roof,
ensuring your project goes out
without a hitch.

Call us today to talk
about your next project.

